1962 AZLK Moskvic 407 1.4
Lot sold
Year of manufacture
Country VAT
Mileage

Drive
1962
AU
1 mi / 2 km

Condition

Fuel type

Petrol
Other

Manual

Exterior colour

Chassis number

298549

Car type

Number of seats

2

Number of doors

4
2wd

Lot number

535

Used

Location

Gearbox

Drivetrain

LHD

Saloon

Description
1962 AZLK Moskvic 407 1.4
Year: 1962
Make: AZLK Moskvic
Model: 407 1.4
Body: 4-Door Sedan LHD
Odometer: Indicating 1 mile
Engine: 1.4L 4-Cylinder
Transmission: Manual
Colour: Cream orange/orange
Seats: 4
Description/extras:
- Matching numbers
- Original condition
- Soviet Russian LHD
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- Milestone export model for Moskvic
- Renowned 1.4L 4-Cylinder inline-engine
Presenting a matching numbered, original condition Russian Moskvic 407 1.4 1962 example in an
excellent overall mechanical and cosmetic condition. The release of the 407 1.4 series was
considered a milestone as the first successful production of an export series to AZLK Moskvic.
Powered through a 1.4L 4-cylinder inline-engine and driven by its factory 4-speed manual
transmission with synchromesh, this economic vehicle was able to deliver a notable 8L per 100km
and produce 33KW paired to 88NM of torque.
An exterior finished in a two-tone setting of white and orange, its unique design saw over 400,000
units sold, including export examples. Polished chrome finishes, orange rim dish and its original front
grill all showcase a well-maintained vehicle of its era.
With an interior that accommodates for 4, this example is finished in the factory orange-clothed trim,
setting over a white dash and steering column. These vehicles are rarely seen among the classic car
scene and are a true collector piece that are an investment opportunity in this condition.
Production of the Moskvic 407 1.4 series ran between 1958-1963. This 4-door sedan entered the
market in Russia as the second-generation release to its predecessor the Moskvic 401, with
distribution to mainly France, Norway and other European countries. In comparison to the 401
release of the Moskvic, the 407 was released with independent suspension with double wishbones,
telescopic shock absorbers and a first 12V electric system.
Its direct rivals, the Fiat 1100 and Ford Prefect 100E were submerged to the Moskvics competitive
design. Production of these examples was split into 2- one run for export (RHD) and original LHD
production being sold into Russia
Chassis: 298549
Sold unregistered
As with all vehicles sold in the Classic Car Division, they have been well looked after by their previous
owners. Unfortunately, due to the high volume of vehicles, Lloyds Auctions are unable to physically
inspect every aspect of each vehicle and the description which should be used as a guide only have
been compiled after speaking with the owners. Lloyds Auctions sells these vehicles under standard
auction conditions that offers no warranties or cooling off period. Please feel free to call the Classic
Car Division if you have any questions relating to any vehicle. Inspection is highly recommended.
Lloyds stock #100961+1655
GCCMEUR

Lloyds Auctions

Title Mr
First name Alan
Last name Jones
69 Manchester Rd
Carrara 4211 Queensland
Australia
Phone +61 7 5559 1999
http://www.lloydsonline.com.au/AuctionLots.aspx
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